Adaptive nanomechanical response of stratified polymer brush structures.
We have fabricated a stratified polymer surface film with tunable thickness (within 17-34 nm) through facile, room-temperature, UV-initiated polymerization with a temperature-sensitive pNIPAAM layer confined beneath a hydrophobic layer. AFM morphology and ellipsometric measurements were measured at each grafting step, along with XPS measurements of the overall layer to verify layer growth. The strong characteristic LCST behavior of pNIPAAM was observed in water, with a 100% change in thickness above and below this transition. The AFM nanomechanical results demonstrate vertical gradients of the elastic response tunable to a desired state by the external temperature. These temperature-sensitive, adaptive polymer structures with the pNIPAAM layer "hidden" beneath the rubbery, hydrophobic PBA topmost layer represent an interesting example of nanoengineering surfaces with properties such as adhesion, elastic modulus, and multi-level structural reorganization responsive to fluidic and temperature variations that can be important for biological purposes such as implant coatings, cell-surface mimicry, and drug delivery vehicles.